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Game of sultans vizier power calculator

Playing sultanas can be super confusing because of the level of detail and learning curve. Vizor's military power is crucial to war and campaigns, but it can be difficult. Also, what is the overall power and attributes? They're all lost! This guide will not only show you how to improve military strength, but also what all other
points mean. So relax grab a snack or drink and learn how to get your vezir works for you! Best free vizirs 1. Yusuf — Sultan I 2. Davutoglu — Master Sultan I 3. Cedar — Royal Sultan I 4. Khadim — Young Sultan II 5. Fasil — Quest 86 6. Veli — Young Sultan I 7. Messi - Search 73 8. Geddick - Quest 15 9. Alam —
Master Sultan IV 10. Lufties — Quest 26 *excluding the magnificent five and outstanding four Ivy Rose 1. The military power of Chesier – This shows how powerful your vizir is in wars, hunting, fortress, and campaign boss battles. 2. The strength of the study – this will determine the amount of gold you receive from
Imperial Parlement Levies and Affairs. 3. The power of politics – this will determine the amount of grain you receive from Imperial Parlement Levi and Questions. 4. The prestige of research – this will determine the number of soldiers you receive from the Imperial Parliaments and questions. 5. Displays the amount of gold
you have and the cost of upgrading vizier one level or 10 if a level up by 10 is selected. Example: (your gold/price to level) 6. Select this check box to equalize the level by 10; will disable the chance to level free with a boost. 7. Equalization button 8. The total of all attribute points of 1,2,3 and 4.9. Shows PvP skill
upgraded by skill books and by sending vizier to study at imperial academy. This improves Arena hits 10. Allows you to view the total attributes breakdown of your vizier and consort bonus statistics 11. Vizier tab details are displayed, developing is where to use badges, rewards is where to give books, harmony or bonus
is where you can add harmony by (10 badges only for mag. 5 and exclusive 4) Or if you say bonus allows you to see your consistency bonus statistics. 12. Allows you to Tudors 13. The total talent is the number of badges that adhere to each vizor and determine the main arena power for the peer. 1-star talent has 100%
success rate 2-star talents have 50% success rate 50% success 3-star talents have 33% success 4-star talent have 25% success rate 5-star talent have 20% success 6-star talents have 17% success rate Almight Almighty 100% success Rate 100% success rate 1-star talents require 200 book XP 2-star talents require
400 book XP 3-star talents require 600 book XP 4-star talents require 800 book XP 5-star talents require 1000 book XP 6-star talents require 1200 book XP Game of Sultans calculator you can create a pattern from scratch or load it from play; Analyze how much power or power struggle you can achieve with your
equalization strategy; Use Use Use mode you can calculate how many resources you need to spend if you want to level vizier or consult skills; With the help of simulation, you can calculate how much energy you can get spending your current resources; You can share your model without using many screenshots from
the game. Last update: 06/03/2020. Create a pattern You can create your model in two ways: Create from scratch and manually set up viziers and works; Load from play if you use a game of sultans bot. You must select the Create Model from Sidebar menus. You will automatically create a sultan from scratch after you
open a calculator. On the Analytics Tab, you can get many reports. Experimenting with Calculator modes supports several modes: Sandbox – you can manage your esidars and lodges. Do not use any resources and you can not experiment; Cumulatively, in this mode, you will accumulate all the resources spent. In this
mode, you cannot change your gypsy and conzors list. Also, you can not reduce the levels of viziers; Simulation – in this mode you will spend a resource by leveling your sultan. This regime is about calculating the amount of power or fighting power from your current resources. Rewind – you will wipe all the vizirs, talents,
harmonies, skills and get spent resources on recovery. Then in simulation mode you can spend them differently. You can also use rewind master in simulation mode. You will be able to focus to wipe the progress of your model. Resource Calculator uses some simplification resources: Clothes, – calculator counts clothes
in New Vezir suits. So you will spend 1 suit to open level 150 vizier, or 3 to open 200 level vizier; Talent badges – the calculator counts talent badges for each star at the talent star level. So you will spend 6 military badges for 1 level of 6* military talent; Books – the calculator does not work with a book counter, but only
with the size of the book attribute; Random books – calculator will spend attributes from random books equally. Save and share models You can save your model and load it later. You can also share your model with your allies or friends. This is one of the applications that I have spent a lot of time during development. I
played a game of sultanas, it's a mobile game for Android and iOS. I wanted to create a calculator for it, just give information about the characters in the game and make some calculations about them. (I'm not going to go into details because a person who is reading this probably doesn't know the game :D) What I mean,
this app basic game guide. What I learned during the creation of this project: I worked with android development intentions, it was about sharing player information to other players who use this app. I'm in write some native code for Android and can send data to another app on the phone. I used JSON to transmit data. I
also added some localization elements inside application, users who have this application easily select and change the language of the application in the main menu. I got help from my friends while translating the app. I really spent a lot of time on the user interface of this application because I wanted everyone to use
this application no matter what resolution it is, so it is quite responsive to all kinds of portrait devices. I worked with shaders for Unity, although during the development time of this application I was not experienced enough for shaker. I used a shape to disguise. I worked with third-party scripts as I extracted assets of real
game I also found some 2D animated images, later I discovered which software they did and luckily I found unity plugin for it. I want to compete for Da Vinci. What am I supposed to do? Da Vinci (and Columbus when he appeared) is a race to increase your empire's strength. Your goal is to get as many attributes as
possible in three days. Your main collections will be gold, badges, xp books and attribute books, but there are other items that can also help you: Consort XP: Even if Lala isn't vizier you want to work on it can be useful during cross-server competition. For vizirs you have not given many books, badges or gold spend the
first two skills most of the time give more benefit, then percentage bonuses. However, there are some scenarios where your percentage gains may net you can get more profit then equalize up your first two flat acquisition skills. For vizirs you have invested in working on the last four skills – the percentage (%) Bonuses.
The bonus rate increases the number of badges you receive from Talent &amp;. Gold&amp;quot; together with the books. This will most of the time give you the best gains for you you are fit. Always check to see if a combination of skills will give you better results then dump all your XP on one skill. Consort Pearls: Just
like wife XP saving pearls to get extra points during Empire Power Rush can help you get extra attributes. For example: You have a second Luftie skill at level 200 and lift it from 0* to 3 * during the race. That would give 36,000 Empires of Power. Better use of pearls, although it is per percentage (%) bonus skills. Bonus
military skills at level 100 with 0* gives a 50% bonus to military attributes. Increasing your skills to 3* (while at level 100) will add an extra 30% bonus, giving you a bonus of up to 80% for the military qualities of this visor. This can be a much bigger gain, and then the first two skills can provide. Vitality Orbs: Heirs may be a
small contribution to your power empire, but they do contribute. Save your strength orbs for fast-level heirs during Heirs with a higher max level usually give more level attributes, but the higher their level, the more they need XP before they reach the next level. Try to start a rush with level 1 or 2 heirs. Silver, gold and
diamond rings: While your heirs are likely to have To the basement for the rest of their existence to marry a few during the Empire Power Rush may be a way to take advantage of a nice extra 40,000 or 400,000 Empire power by marrying this Supreme Prince. Keep in mind that spending diamonds on your heirs is not the
best way to get empire power. Magnificent 5 pieces: the vehicles of Mag 5 are quite typical vizir to work during empire power rush. Waiting to increase the bonus harmony of your favorite Mag 5 can give you a much needed boost to your score. Remember that you don't need to level harmony before leveling a visiro or
giving it badges to get the most attributes, but if you level your harmony before the tide you'll lose the extra harmony bonus attributes for the books and badges you've already used instead of winning them during high tide. Levi/Tier 1-3 Gold Stamps stamps: While you accumulate your research attributes are not
uploaded. However, if you wait to use the stamps to get extra gold after you've spent all your research badges and books, you'll get more gold for each fee. If you are going to need more gold to reach all your equalization goals it may be better to use your research elements for the original landfill in the race. Who should I
focus on? Harmony bonuses and consistency % bonuses are the key to Empire Power's high profits. Remember that a ride with 100% harmony or a bonus for your spouse gives you the 2x value of the book or badge you used. For most players, this will be one of your Magnificent 5, Amazing 4 or Vizir attached to your
best consorts. You want the highest bonus percentage for each of the four categories: Military, Research, Politics, and Prestige. If your Kilic harmony bonus is better for the military, but you have a higher hersek prestige premium rate, then it's better to split your badges and books. If you have one vizier with a high bonus
rate for all four areas, then you will only use one vizier for the race. How do I know when I'm ready to try to win? Players usually have to accumulate more than a month (a lot of 3 or more) before they are ready to compete cross-server. While the weather will vary depending on how quickly items accumulate to spend
during the race there are a few other things you want to explore before trying to compete and when you think you're ready to race. Watch the rankings in the weeks leading up to the competition. See what average power growth is for your server groups. Older servers usually have much more power, then newer servers
and even from the region to the region vary - players report that U.S. servers have higher outputs, and then Asian servers. Don't just take other players words for what you need to compete against, they have different players they're competing against and they may not have played as long as you've played or played
much longer. longer. against this week. Unless you are a VIP 7+ player, competing against the highest costs is usually not a good investment of your time and effort. It is always better to wait a week when you find yourself in a pair against someone who is ready and willing to drop $400 to get da Vinci. Wait for the odds
to be more in your favor. It's not impossible to win against spending, but it's harder. Another factor is to see what their power empire compares to other players with similar VIP levels among the competition servers. A VIP 6 with empire power matching VIP 4 players across multiple servers probably has a significant
number of items ready to fall. Do some math. This may be the harder part for you, but it's always best to go into the race knowing how much Empire power you have at hand and unfortunately finding out you need a calculator - or a very handy spreadsheet. You can use the Sultans Game – Vizier Calculator to get an
estimate of how much your power empire will increase. Please read all instructions carefully before using the calculator. If you have questions or questions about the calculator please send me a message. Message.
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